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Less Stress for Jeff

W
hen his brother died, it fell to Jeff to clean out a house full of 

electronics, musical instruments and collectibles. But Jeff 

lived an 8-hour drive away. Knowing that some items were 

likely valuable, Jeff contacted auction houses for help, but 

they weren’t willing to sort through the dense clutter to find value. With no 

other options, Jeff decided to do the work himself. He started making the long 

drive every other weekend, leaving 

his family back home while he 

worked alone to empty the house.

There was so much to do, 

I didn’t even know where 

to start. Now a huge 

weight is just gone.”  

– Jeff

Contact us today for  
a free consultation
800-913-7747
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*Based on the experience of a Legacy Navigator client who gave 
us permission to share his story; his name and picture have 
been changed to protect his privacy. Case study details are not 
intended as a guarantee, as individual results of services will be 
unique to each of our clients.  
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CONTACT US 
TODAY FOR 

 A FREE  
CONSULTATION

800-913-7747

After two years of working hard, Jeff had only cleaned about halfway through the living room. He realized 
that he faced another two years of long drives, giving up family weekends and taking time off work. When 
we met Jeff, his shoulders were tense, his breathing was tight and he sighed frequently as he told his story.

JEFF ASKED US
FOR HELP
We signed on to finish the 
job, within his guidelines:
• Find specific items, 
including a signed baseball, 
family photographs, toy 
trains, and various firearms 
located in the house.
• Schedule the work over a 
long weekend, when Jeff could be present without taking time 
away from work.
• Identify collectibles with potential value, and arrange to sell 
them at auction.
• Itemize all inventory for probate.

NO MORE PRESSURE
Our team emptied and cleaned the house and basement in four 
days, locating every item that Jeff requested. We filled a 20-foot 
panel truck with collectibles bound for auction — items that 
Jeff had been tempted to just throw away. Then we cleaned up 
the house to list it for sale.

IMPROVED QUALITY OF LIFE 

HOURS RECLAIMED FOR FAMILY AND WORK

MILES NOT TRAVELED

LOWER STRESS LEVEL

SAVINGS

2,580

38,240

IMMEASURABLE

Fast Cleanup Saves Valuable Time

JEFF* GETS HIS SMILE BACK
As our service team cleared the rooms, Jeff relaxed. His breathing became 
easier. At the end of the first day he was telling happy stories about his 
brother. By the last day, Jeff was smiling and laughing again.
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